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“CLEARNESSES, CLEARANCES”:
TELEGRAMS AND THE FORMAL ECONOMY
OF THE GOLDEN BOWL

JENNIFER SORENSEN EMERY-PECK

 Lydia Touchett, the most famous user of telegrams in Henry James’s fiction, 
is introduced to the reader as a woman who has “thoroughly mastered the art 
of condensation” required for telegraphic expression and who is continually 
marked for her “devotion to the electric wire” (67, 220). Mrs. Touchett’s style 
of telegraphic authorship is often transcribed in The Portrait of a Lady (1881), 
as in the following ambiguous telegram which gives a sense of her flair for 
the medium: “Changed hotel, very bad, impudent clerk, address here. Taken 
sister’s girl, died last year, go to Europe, two sisters, quite independent” (67). In 
Portrait, James uses Mrs. Touchett’s cryptic style to emphasize the economic 
constraints on the telegraphic form as Lydia explains her lack of clarity and 
her eccentric style in telegrams like this one to Ralph with the telling phrase: 
“clearness is too expensive” (98).1 In Mrs. Touchett’s telegrams, her frugal 
compression breeds ambiguity and generates a coded speech that cannot be 
easily deciphered; James exploits her ambiguous transatlantic missives to stage 
scenes of communal reading where other characters puzzle over her potential 
meanings. The marked publicity of the telegraphic form in Portrait—unlike 
the letters in the novel which remain private—underscores James’s interest 
in the telegram as a form of mediated and expensive communication that is 
always already public. In this early novel, James was intrigued by the telegram 
as a uniquely rich textual form for his fictional projects. Throughout his career, 
James continually returned to the telegram because this medium provided a 
material form of communication that generated a cryptic, condensed style tied 
to the costliness of transmission that often occasioned public consumption and 
collaborative reading.
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 In 1898, James signaled his continuing interest in telegraphy as a subject 
and as a formal problem; in his novella In the Cage, James experimented 
with what it might mean if an unnamed telegraphist made free with the coded 
messages that she transmits. In this story, James plays with the perspective of 
his unnamed telegraphist as an authorial presence and stresses the telegram 
as a form of modern communication that is crucially shaped by the material 
conditions of its production in which words can only travel after the exchange 
of coins. James’s telegraphist is elated by her fantasies of special communion 
with her clientele and yet, despite her imagined connections, the telegrams 
that she processes continually remind her of the socio-economic gulf between 
herself and her customers: 

What twisted the knife in her vitals was the way the profligate rich scattered 
about them, in extravagant chatter over their extravagant pleasures and sins, 
an amount of money that would have held the stricken household of her 
frightened childhood, her poor pinched mother and tormented father and lost 
brother and starved sister, together for a lifetime. During her first weeks she 
had often gasped at the sums people were willing to pay for the stuff they 
transmitted—the “much love”s, the “awful” regrets, the compliments and 
wonderments and vain vague gestures that cost the price of a new pair of 
boots. (386-87)

In passages like this one, James emphasizes that the telegraphist’s occupation 
as word-counter and change-maker constantly reminds her of the “extravagant” 
and tangible cost of the telegraphic medium of communication. The telegraphist 
expresses her disdain for the thoughtless profligacy of her upper-class clientele: 
she describes one particularly interesting customer as “[belonging] supremely 
to the class that wired everything, even their expensive feelings (so that, as 
he evidently never wrote, his correspondence cost him weekly pounds and 
pounds and he might be in and out five times a day)” (382).2 Here, James marks 
the crucial difference between letter writing (“as he evidently never wrote”) 
and the expensive, publicly transmitted, medium of telegraphy. In a telegram 
to Mrs. Hugh Bell, Henry James expresses his own “expensive feelings” and 
his awareness of their “cost” in an extravagantly cryptic message of his own: 
“Impossible impossible impossible if you knew what it costs me to say so 
you can count however at the regular rates ask Miss Robbins to share your 
regret I mean mine” (qtd. in Poole 83). James’s personal telegraphic style here 
differs radically from Lydia Touchett’s clipped brevity and instead aligns him 
with the “extravant chatter” of the “profligate rich” at whom his telegraphist 
gasps—despite the “cost” he chooses to repeat “impossible” three times for 
dramatic emphasis (a “vain vague gesture” indeed). James’s stylistic play in 
this telegram suggests his interest in the medium’s explicit linking of form and 
economics (“you can count…at the regular rates”) that he exploits in his fiction. 
Telegrams necessarily reflect their own price as the words signify not only in 
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linguistic but also economic terms. Telegrams are fundamentally shaped by 
the connection between form and economics as Mrs. Touchett emphasizes in 
her accounts of the expense of clarity, as the caged telegraphist stresses in her 
bitter reflections on her profligate clientele, and as James reflects in his own 
play with telegraphic style. 
 Almost a quarter of a century after Portrait and just a few years after In 
the Cage, James returns to the telegraphic medium in The Golden Bowl (1904) 
to construct clearness as potentially costly for his characters and to explore the 
textual relations encoded through the telegraphic form. In this article, I focus 
on James’s extensive engagement with telegraphy in this later novel, a textual 
practice that has gone largely unremarked upon by critics despite the abundance 
of telegrams in this text.3 Telegrams are everywhere in The Golden Bowl. 
James continually juxtaposes free indirect discourse with the clipped tongue 
of telegrams. He uses telegraphic exchanges to emphasize the limited readerly 
access offered to the internal thoughts of some characters. These characters’ 
thoughts are left opaque and can only be deciphered through external signs 
that hint at fissures and distortions in another character’s reading of the scene 
presented through free indirect discourse. Historically, telegraphic networks 
made the transmission of messages a public affair and thus from the earliest 
histories of the medium messages were often transmitted in code to conceal 
their meanings from prying eyes or possible interceptors. The telegraphic 
medium does not promise privacy and thus generates a kind of public, coded 
speech that James engages with in both In the Cage and The Golden Bowl to 
explore the ways in which free indirect discourse could function as a coded 
transmission that often challenges readerly access. By looking more closely 
at James’s critically under-examined “devotion to the wire” in The Golden 
Bowl, we can better understand the formal economy of this late novel and 
James’s juxtaposition of free indirect discourse and the language of telegrams 
to construct modern communication as public, costly, and coded.
 I use the phrase “formal economy” to emphasize James’s complex 
sounding of the multiple kinds of “cost” that communication can carry for his 
characters in The Golden Bowl. Jonathan Freedman (2008) has persuasively 
linked Maggie’s maneuvers to the principles of game theory and reads her 
triumph at the novel’s close as her “successful deployment of game strategies” 
which underscore the “creepy inseparability of finance and aesthetics” that 
critics have long noticed in the novel (112). James’s use of telegraphy—as the 
media form crucially shaped by the same kinds of links between aesthetics 
and finance—can offer us greater purchase on The Golden Bowl’s multivalent 
intertwining of formal and financial interests.4 I argue that James’s narrative 
treatment of telegrams shows us his interest in economics as a formal problem 
rather than simply a thematic one. Telegrams—material cards marked by the 
economics and the publicity of their production and circulation—structure the 
series of interpretive maneuvers staged by his characters and enable James’s 
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formal experiments with free indirect discourse in the novel. James draws 
upon telegrams as compressed and coded textual forms that are fundamentally 
shaped by financial exchange and public circulation. James uses telegrams to 
refashion the formal economics of the novel genre; in his rewired novel, textual 
relations—between characters and between the reader and the characters—are 
transacted through public, externally mediated, and thus necessarily coded and 
ambiguous exchanges.
 At the turn of the twentieth century, James engaged with telegraphy as 
a material form of modern communication whose “costs” James’s audience 
could count at the “regular rates” in a culture permeated by daily encounters 
with and popular narratives about telegraphic technology. While the telegram 
had become a mundane fact of modern life by the end of the nineteenth century, 
telegraphy was still extending its larger cultural currency as a vehicle in 
popular fiction and particularly in pulp romances. Mark Goble has investigated 
the culture surrounding these popular narratives of telegraphic communion—
including love stories conducted via telegrams like Wired Love: A Romance 
of Dots and Dashes—and has argued persuasively that these narratives make 
up a “minor late nineteenth-century genre” he terms “the techno-romance” 
involving “better loving through technology” (398-99). And yet James’s use of 
telegraphy in The Golden Bowl does not correspond with Goble’s compelling 
account of the erotic charges of “better loving through technology” seen in 
the popular telegraphic romances or even with what Goble terms “pleasure at 
a distance” in his account of The Ambassadors. In the readings that follow, I 
argue that James creates a narrative world in which loving through technology 
is not “better” or more erotically charged, but instead functions as the only 
kind of relation that can exist in a novel that lacks alternative forms of private, 
uncoded, unmediated communication. 
 Almost all of the telegrams in The Golden Bowl are made public to 
multiple characters and are treated as communal, shared texts whose ambiguity 
allows for collaborative and differing readings to multiply. Mark Seltzer has 
examined James’s experimentation with the epistolary foundation of the novel 
form: Seltzer contends that “the novel originates as private letters made public, 
or, more exactly, as love letters designed, or designated, for interception” and 
argues for a reconsideration of “the radical entanglement of literature and 
letters, the novel’s ‘postal unconscious,’ as a way of resituating the matter of 
‘material James’” (197). Seltzer’s compelling argument considers the kinds of 
“media logics” that letters and novels share: “to speak of postally sponsored 
love is to speak of media logics of intimacy and subjectivity: in effect, the 
technical protocols of interiority” (197). Seltzer focuses on how the specific 
physical features of letters effect the potential meaning of the messages: “Once 
it becomes possible to write on sheets of paper that can be folded back on 
themselves (rather than, say, rolled into a scroll), once it becomes possible for 
the handwritten and folded sheet of paper to be inserted into an envelope, sealed, 
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and posted, the technical conditions of interiority and privacy are in place” 
(203). Unlike letters, however, telegrams refuse the “technical conditions of 
interiority and privacy” because they are constructed for public transmission. 
While the telegrams of James’s novel are often folded and crumpled in hands 
and are material objects passed from palm to palm, these folds do not promise 
any interiority or privacy and their publicity is repeatedly emphasized through 
their circulation amongst characters (many who are not the intended recipient) 
throughout the novel. 
 In the following readings, I hope to suggest what it might mean to think 
about James’s play with telegraphy as reshaping the genre of the novel. 
Telegraphy enables James to develop a new novel form unlike the novels based 
upon privacy, interiority, and the illusion of absolute omniscience that follow 
Seltzer’s model of the “postal unconscious” and the epistolary roots of the 
novel as a genre. In The Golden Bowl, James places telegrams at the center 
of his novel and repeatedly engages with these public messages that are read 
by groups. These public, communal texts are always coded and ambiguous, 
refusing one clear meaning that could be intercepted and become threatening. 
James uses the public and coded words of telegrams to shift the grounds of 
the realist novel from assumed legibility and omniscience—as generated by 
the revelation of a private intercepted letter—to a new terrain of ambiguous 
messages and characters’ internal responses jostling with indisputable external 
narrative facts. James splices together misleading free indirect discourse 
and an intensive focus on outward surfaces as he simultaneously limits and 
extends our access to different characters’ thoughts. By closely analyzing the 
telegraphic exchanges in James’s novel, I will show how the relations between 
characters and the readers’ relations to the text depend upon the “clearnesses” 
and “clearances” enabled by James’s engagement with telegraphy as a modern 
media form and as a crucial stylistic resource for his fiction. James draws on 
the telegraphic medium’s crucial ties to costliness, formal compression, and 
publicity to explore the boundaries between the private and the public, the 
internal and the external, the ambiguous and the certain, and the clipped and 
the expansive. Ultimately, I hope to show in the readings that follow that James 
uses telegrams and free indirect discourse to explore what the novel form with 
a “telegraphic unconscious” could look like. 

Henry James’s Telegraphic Imagination in The Golden Bowl
 In The Golden Bowl, James uses the telegram to render the connections 
between his characters and between the reader and the world of the novel as 
textual, material, economic, and limited. Each key relation between the “party 
of six” is at some point negotiated through telegraphy: the Prince receives 
a telegram from his “backers” to approve his marriage to Maggie; Colonel 
Bob Assingham edits Fanny Assingham’s telegrams; Maggie telegraphs her 
father to congratulate him upon his engagement to Charlotte; Amerigo wires 
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Charlotte a resonant and cryptic message on the eve of her marriage to Adam; 
Maggie summons Fanny with a telegraphic message after her encounter with 
the merchant over the golden bowl; and finally, Charlotte wires to Maggie 
and Amerigo to announce the final meeting before she and Adam ship off to 
American City. Moments when telegrams are interpreted and parsed are used in 
the narrative economy of James’s novel to emphasize the textual and economic 
relations between characters and to dramatize the uneven access that the novel 
offers to both internal and external readers. Sharon Cameron has argued that The 
Golden Bowl “sets forth successive, competing models for communication, as if 
it were deliberating in a rigorous way how communication should work” (119-
20). While Cameron sees these competing models as speaking and thinking, I 
argue that the material forms of telegrams complicate the novel’s investigation 
of how “communication” works and contend that telegrams are indispensable 
to James’s experiments with narrative techniques to show the imbalances in 
power, knowledge, and narrative representation. James uses the objective 
status of the words and material forms of the documents as public texts that 
circulate amongst the characters and generate multiple—and often withheld 
or veiled—internal responses from the different characters. Thinking about 
James’s narrative play with telegraphy can add to Cameron’s insights about the 
novel’s intense deliberation over how communication should work; telegrams 
inhabit the space of communication that is objective, public, circulating and 
yet they also generate unplumbed internal responses that are at times revealed 
and at times withheld by the narrative presentation of character’s thoughts.
 Indeed, telegrams are often ideal vehicles for exploring the boundaries 
between writing, speaking, and thinking as the narrative constructs the 
characters’ relations with one another and with the reader. An excellent 
example of the narrative’s productive conflation of these different processes 
comes early on in the novel when James invokes the telegraphic medium to 
describe the inner workings of the Assinghams’ connubial bond. In the midst 
of explaining Bob’s measured reaction to Fanny’s ceaseless waves of spoken 
thought, the narrator compares Bob’s responses to his wife’s spoken words to 
his economical editing of her telegrams: “He could deal with things perfectly, 
for all his needs, without getting near them. This was the way he dealt with his 
wife, a large proportion of whose meanings he knew he could neglect. He edited 
for their general economy the play of her mind, just as he edited, savingly, 
with the stump of a pencil, her redundant telegrams” (87). Interestingly, 
here “economy” and “savingly” become double-edged as they quite literally 
refer to the cost of the telegrams and metaphorically refer to the harmony of 
their marriage and the potential “costs” caused by Fanny’s unedited play of 
mind. James invokes telegraphy in his figuring of the Assinghams’ marital 
communications to underscore the links between even the most intimate 
kinds of communication and economics. Even between married people, the 
novel models intimate communication as mediated (“edited”) and potentially 
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expensive. In this early example, James draws upon the modern media form 
of telegraphy precisely because of the medium’s complex embodiment of the 
intersections between coded ambiguity and publicity and between compression 
and economics. 
 While many telegrams circulate in the narrative world of The Golden 
Bowl, the most expansive narrative interlude motivated by and mediated by 
telegraphic communication occurs at the advent of Adam Verver’s marriage to 
Charlotte Stant when two significant telegrams are exchanged and interpreted. 
After Adam initially proposes to Charlotte in Brighton—a momentous act 
imagined by Adam as a burning of his ships—Charlotte defers answering him 
until they can ascertain Maggie’s view of the match. In response to Charlotte’s 
request, Mr. Verver writes to his daughter almost immediately and she responds 
with a telegram from Rome that reaches her father and his prospective fiancé in 
Paris. Adam then shares this missive with Charlotte and they have an extended 
encounter over the interpretation of Maggie’s telegraphic message: 

She looked at him hard a moment when he handed her his telegram, and 
the look, for what he fancied a dim shy fear in it, gave him perhaps his best 
moment of conviction that—as a man, so to speak—he properly pleased her. 
He said nothing—the words sufficiently did it for him, doing it again better 
still as Charlotte, who had left her chair at his approach, murmured them out. 
‘We start to-night to bring you all our love and joy and sympathy.’ There 
they were, the words, and what did she want more? She didn’t however as 
she gave him back the little unfolded leaf say they were enough—though he 
saw the next moment that her silence was probably not disconnected from 
her having just visibly turned pale.…she had again with it her apparent way 
of subjecting herself, for explicit honesty and through her willingness to face 
him, to any view he might take, all at his ease, and even to wantonness, of the 
condition he produced in her. (202)

This passage overlays Charlotte’s reading of Maggie’s telegram (which the 
text only allows the reader to glimpse as an external response) with Adam’s 
reading of Charlotte’s emotions through her physical appearance. The thirteen 
words of Maggie’s telegram—reported through Charlotte’s “murmur” of 
them—speak for Adam (“He said nothing—the words sufficiently did it for 
him”) and in his mind the words do it “better still” as they are colored by 
Charlotte’s voice. This passage emphasizes Adam’s point of view and subtly 
undercuts his romanticized view of the situation. The text refuses to explicitly 
show anything but Adam’s rosy view of Charlotte’s exterior signs, but the way 
that Adam’s thoughts carry him away to unconvincing conclusions belies his 
distorted—perhaps, at times in this passage, even deluded—perspective. 
 Beginning with the hint that Adam’s interpretation of her “hard look” upon 
being handed the telegram is merely his “fancied” reading of her expression, 
the passage uses the couple’s exchange over the telegram to emphasize Adam’s 
(and the readers’) complete lack of access to Charlotte’s thoughts. Adam’s only 
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pieces of evidence from which to deduce Charlotte’s feelings are her echoing 
murmur of the telegram, her initial hard look, and her final pale silence. Yet 
even from these clues, the text alerts the reader (who has, by this point in the 
novel, been offered a more penetrating view of Charlotte and her past than 
Adam has) to Adam’s biases and his tendency to misread even to “wantonness” 
by taking the view of her which most pleases him. While, for Adam, the words 
of the telegram should clearly and quickly convince Charlotte of Maggie’s 
approval and end the period of his anticipation of her acceptance, Charlotte’s 
different response to the telegram is hinted at through the passage’s use of free 
indirect discourse to represent Adam’s impatient questioning of what more she 
might want: “There they were, the words, and what did she want more?” The 
passage emphasizes the material solidity of the telegram—“there they were, 
the words”—while also implying the multiplying of internal responses to the 
external, concrete text. The use of free indirect discourse here—in the passage 
as a whole and particularly directly in this instance of Adam’s frustrated 
attempts to understand what more she might want—emphasizes Adam’s desire 
to control the situation and to function as a stand-in authorial presence or 
omniscient narrator of the scene who could interpret all of Charlotte’s looks 
and actions for the reader (and for himself) as conforming with his wishes. 
And James highlights the gap between Adam’s “reading” rendered through 
free indirect discourse and Charlotte’s resistant response and thus undercuts 
Adam’s presumed authorial position by emphasizing the “fancied” status of his 
opinion. 
 Indeed, Adam’s increasing frustration—shown by his exasperated plea that 
the words of the telegram should be enough for her—implies that even he is 
not entirely soothed by the undeniable fact that for Charlotte the words are not 
simply enough. Despite Adam’s inability to comprehend how she could want 
any other assurance, Charlotte persists in wanting more. She does not respond 
as he hopes by saying that the words “were enough”: “She didn’t however as 
she gave him back the little unfolded leaf say they were enough” (emphasis 
added). The reader is able to view the scene from Adam’s emotionally tinged 
perspective and simultaneously to assess the scene dispassionately in terms of 
the few facts we have—including “the words” and the physical presence of 
the telegram itself—that stand outside of his description as objective events in 
the fictional world and that subtly contradict his interpretive gestures. James 
uses the telegram combined with free indirect discourse to underscore Adam’s 
inability to penetrate beyond Charlotte’s surface appearances. Adam’s gestures 
at authorial mastery, rendered through free indirect discourse, actually undercut 
his textual authority. Here James uses the opaque, coded communication of the 
telegram and Charlotte’s unyielding surfaces to develop readerly distrust of the 
free indirect discourse that allows access to Adam’s distorted perspective and 
constructs his desires for and failures to achieve omniscience.
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 Later in the exchange, the folded leaf gets passed back and forth between 
Adam and Charlotte and the physical presence of the telegram as part of 
the scene functions as a grounding mechanism for the internal and external 
movement involved in the exchange. Charlotte asks Adam to “see” the telegram 
again and upon her re-reading, she articulates her opinion that the message 
could be a veil or shield for the true motives of Maggie: “‘Let me,’ she abruptly 
said, ‘see it again’—taking from him the folded leaf that she had given back 
and he had kept in his hand. ‘Isn’t the whole thing,’ she asked when she had 
read it over, ‘perhaps but a way like another for their gaining time?’” (203). 
The word “abruptly” suggests the unexpectedness of her request and indeed 
registers that her request to re-read such an apparently transparent message 
from Maggie momentarily jars Adam’s comfortable belief in his correct reading 
of his future mate and of the message itself. Her question here produces an 
uncomfortable and unusually disconcerted response from Adam before he is 
able to buoy himself back up to his usual good spirits and rosy outlook. Indeed, 
the few words inscribed on the “folded leaf” seem to anchor the scene as the 
conversation takes long sweeps away from it and then ultimately, like Adam in 
his walk to and from Charlotte and the telegram, returns back to the message 
itself, which has always been present and visible or palpable to the two of 
them—kept in Adam’s “hand.” The material presence of the telegram seems 
to make the words it communicates more concrete and more unavoidably 
between them—just as Maggie later views the golden bowl itself as a material 
object that communicates for itself an important and unavoidable meaning and 
history. The material form of the telegram here comes to stand in for Maggie 
(and by extension the Prince) and for all of their possible unspoken objections 
which form a barrier obstructing the clear relation and communication between 
Adam and Charlotte. 
 Occasioned by Maggie’s telegram from Rome, the exchange between 
Charlotte and Adam surprisingly develops to incorporate Adam’s imagination 
of a hypothetical telegraphic exchange between Charlotte and Amerigo and 
then unexpectedly concludes with the actual arrival of a telegram from the 
Prince to Charlotte. At this crucial moment in the novel—on the cusp of the 
marriage that so alters the relationships between the four major characters—
telegrams function as an absolutely central part of the novel’s construction of 
communication. While the earlier narrative treatment of Maggie’s telegram 
emphasizes the lack of access that Adam and the reader have to Charlotte’s 
internal responses and also highlights the coded, ambiguous language 
occasioned by the telegraphic medium, James shifts the focus onto the financial 
valences of the medium as the couple imagines messages to and from Amerigo. 
Here, James stresses the economics involved in telegraphic communication 
and the economic imbalances between Adam and Charlotte. After Charlotte’s 
observation that Maggie did not wire to her, but only to Adam, he responds by 
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jokingly implying that she wants to have their pending marriage approved by 
the Prince himself in writing: 

“I see what’s the matter with you. You won’t be quiet till you’ve heard from 
the Prince himself. I think,” the happy man added, “that I’ll go and secretly 
wire to him that you’d like, reply paid, a few words for yourself.” It could 
apparently but encourage her further to smile. “Reply paid for him, you 
mean—or for me?” “Oh I’ll pay with pleasure anything back for you—as 
many words as you like.” And he went on, to keep it up. “Not requiring either 
to see your message.” She could take it, visibly, as he meant it. “Should you 
require to see the Prince’s?” “Not a bit. You can keep that also to yourself.” On 
his speaking however as if his transmitting the hint were a real question, she 
appeared to consider—and almost as for good taste—that the joke had gone 
far enough. “It doesn’t matter. Unless he speaks of his own movement—! 
And why should it be,” she asked, “a thing that would occur to him?” (205-
06)

Here the dialogue between the couple turns toward a series of hypothetical 
“secret” wirings and emphasizes telegrams as commercial exchanges, priced 
by the word. The costliness of the telegraphic medium is paramount in this 
exchange and James uses the “regular rates” of telegraphy to emblematize 
the imbalances of finances between Adam and Charlotte in their differing 
abilities to “pay with pleasure.” Indeed, the novel suggests that this difference 
in their ability to “pay” here translates into their ability to speak and even 
to think narratively. While Adam’s every thought is reported through free 
indirect discourse, Charlotte’s responses are opaque, coded, and limited like 
the telegrams that she discusses. This hypothetical telegraphic exchange 
emphasizes the economics of the medium—even the Prince’s economic 
dependence on the Ververs seems stressed as his message must also be “reply 
paid” by his father-in-law—while also enabling James’s experimental contrast 
of expansive free indirect discourse versus limited surface descriptions. The 
language throughout this extended scene of collaborative reading thoroughly 
emphasizes how shut out Adam is—“It could apparently but encourage her 
further to smile,” “appeared to consider,” and “visibly”—from understanding 
Charlotte’s internal responses as he (like us) can only rely on scraps of “visible” 
evidence. Again and again, James contrasts our deep access into Adam’s 
emotionally tinged readings of the scene with his (and our) lack of access to 
Charlotte throughout the extended exchange. 
 Strangely the passage concerning the hypothetical telegraphic exchange 
flirts with constructing telegraphy as allowing for “secret” wirings and privacy 
(as Adam promises not to “require” access to either imagined message). 
However, as the scene continues the very visible publicity of the medium and 
its networks of transmission and circulation contradicts any such promises of 
privacy. As Charlotte drops the joke on the note of doubting whether “such a 
thing” as a telegram to her would occur to Amerigo, she and Adam get ready 
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to leave for breakfast only to be interrupted in their departure by the arrival 
of the very message they had jokingly imagined. In narrating the arrival of 
the telegraphic message, the novel incorporates the machinery of transporting 
telegrams and indeed the network of telegraph “emissaries” who convey the 
expensive messages: “a pedestrian youth in uniform, a visible emissary of the 
Postes et Telegraphes” presents “a missive taken from the little cartridge-box 
slung over his shoulder” (208). Indeed, the uniformed youth draws Charlotte’s 
gaze and causes a scene with the portress at their hotel: 

The portress, meeting him on the threshold, met equally, across the court, 
Charlotte’s marked attention to his visit, so that within the minute she 
had advanced to our friends with her cap-streamers flying and her smile 
of announcement as ample as her broad white apron. She raised aloft a 
telegraphic message and as she delivered it sociably discriminated. ‘Cette 
fois-ci pour madame!’—with which she as genially retreated, leaving 
Charlotte in possession. (208) 

The appearance of the “visible emissary” of the Parisian system of telegraphic 
communication—marked by his uniform and his “little cartridge-box”—arrests 
Charlotte’s gaze and makes the receipt of the telegram an official and very 
public event announced by both the visibility of his duty and by the amusingly 
dramatic response of the portress. The very publicity of the event emphasizes 
the visibility and lack of privacy afforded by the telegraphic network here—
obviously Adam is aware of the transaction as is the portress as well as any 
onlookers who might be there—and also contrasts with the privacy of the 
message itself which is not revealed to Adam at all and not even to the reader 
until many chapters later in the novel. 
 The external actions of Charlotte’s receipt and perusal of the telegram are 
described by the text that narrates her external response through Adam’s eyes, 
but her internal response is left opaque to both Adam and to the reader: “She 
broke the envelope then in silence, and for a minute, as with the message he 
himself had put before her, studied its contents without a sign” (208). The text 
stresses the inaccessibility of Charlotte to Adam’s gaze (and our own) here—
“without a sign” (emphasis added). Again, James uses free indirect discourse 
to construct this moment of Adam’s frustrated access (and the reader’s) to 
develop his own fancied reading of her expressions and of the situation: 

He watched her without a question and at last she looked up. “I’ll give you,” 
she simply said, “what you ask.” The expression of her face was strange—but 
since when had a woman’s at moments of supreme surrender not a right to 
be?…Their understanding sealed itself—he already felt that she had made 
him right. But he was in presence too of the fact that Maggie had made her so; 
and always therefore without Maggie where in fine would he be? She united 
them, brought them together as with the click of a silver spring, so that on 
the spot, with the vision of it, his eyes filled, Charlotte facing him meanwhile 
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with her expression made still stranger by the blur of his gratitude. Quite 
through it withal he smiled. “What my child does for me—!” Through it all 
as well, that is still through the blur, he saw Charlotte, rather than heard her, 
reply. “It isn’t Maggie. It’s the Prince.” “I say!”—he gaily rang out. “Then it’s 
best of all.” “It’s enough.” (208-09)

In this passage, the text narrates Adam’s flight of fancy and his emotional 
response to his false assumption that the telegram is from Maggie and that 
he owes his marital happiness and Charlotte’s “supreme surrender” to his 
daughter’s action. The text here again emphasizes its use of free indirect 
discourse and its plunging into Adam’s fancies contrasts markedly with its 
complete lack of access to Charlotte’s own inward response. Interestingly, 
Adam’s intense emotional response to his own misapprehension of the 
situation causes his synesthesia—“he saw Charlotte, rather than heard her, 
reply”—and again the language emphasizes Adam’s visual experience of the 
scene and his lack of access to its meanings. The emphasis on surface here—
even the strange transformation of Charlotte’s speech into a material fact that 
can be seen—echoes the formal logics of the circulation of telegrams in the 
novel. Just as Adam “sees” Charlotte’s speech but has no access to her inner 
“text” or even her language as anything other than a physical, external sight, 
the telegrams in the novel are constructed as physical objects that do not reveal 
private meanings, but only generate public codes. The objective, material, 
concrete facts of the words printed on the page are visual and indisputable, but 
the meanings or echoes that those words produce in the minds of the different 
characters are often widely differing and left opaque to one another and to the 
reader. 
 Throughout this scene, James draws upon the specific media form of the 
telegram to develop the novel’s dynamic constructions of surface and depth, 
compression and expansion, economics and power, tangibility and abstraction, 
and knowledge and obscurity. While the text develops Adam’s theory as to 
what has happened and his overflowing affective response to what he imagines 
Maggie “does” for him, the reader also believes that the telegram might be from 
Maggie—as the narrative offers no information to immediately contradict this 
at the time. Thus, Charlotte’s correction of this assumption surprises the reader, 
as well as Adam, and makes the absence of any information about the contents 
of such a message even more tantalizing as it is withheld from our knowledge 
and as it is momentarily suspended outside the realm of narrative omniscience 
and access. This narrative withholding creates a readerly desire for knowledge 
about the missive, which the novel plays with through Charlotte’s offer to let 
Adam read it: 

She stood there however in spite of this appeal, her document always before 
them. “Don’t you want to read it?” He thought. “Not if it satisfies you. I don’t 
require it.” But she gave him, as for her conscience, another chance. “You can 
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if you like.” He hesitated afresh, but as for amiability, not for curiosity. “Is it 
funny?” Thus, finally, she again dropped her eyes on it, drawing in her lips 
a little. “No—I call it grave.” “Ah then I don’t want it.” “Very grave,” said 
Charlotte Stant. “Well, what did I tell you of him?” he asked, rejoicing, as 
they started: a question for all answer to which, before she took his arm, the 
girl thrust her paper crumpled into the pocket of her coat. (209)

The readerly interest in what the telegram might say renders Adam’s lack of 
interest in the telegram’s contents strange and naively trusting here. James 
heightens our curiosity through the emphasized lack of readerly access to 
Charlotte’s thoughts constructed by the contrast between the external facts 
reported about her actions and the long sweeps of free indirect discourse 
reflecting Adam’s inward flights of imagination. James exploits both free 
indirect discourse and the telegram in this crucial narrative turning point—the 
moment of her acceptance forms the end of “Book II” of the first volume of the 
novel, after which the novel leaps forward “a couple of years” (213)—to create 
a strong readerly interest in the concealed message and suspense over what 
might occur if he should read it. The language of the passage here exemplifies 
how shut out both Adam and the reader are from Charlotte by using her full 
name “Charlotte Stant” and then referring to her as “the girl” by the end of 
the passage. Additionally, the novel flaunts our lack of access to the message 
itself by focusing instead on the physical form of the telegram as Charlotte 
takes the message and “thrust[s] her paper crumpled” into her pocket. Again, 
James uses the telegram to exploit the novel’s central tensions between surface 
and depth and between knowledge and opacity as the materiality of the 
telegraphic message again emphasizes our access only to surfaces and coded 
communication. Indeed, Charlotte’s gesture here stands in for language—“a 
question for all answer to which…the girl thrust her paper crumpled into the 
pocket of her coat”—and emphasizes Adam’s (and our own) entirely external 
view of his prospective bride. While James uses “thrust” and “crumpled” to 
obliquely express Charlotte’s emotional response—her violent treatment of the 
paper is complicated by her retaining the message in the private space of her 
pocket—the novel offers no access to her thoughts or even her speech here. 
 Throughout this extended scene—about eight pages of dialogue and 
narrative are generated by two brief telegrams and a series of imagined ones—
the telegram functions as a catalyst for Charlotte and Adam’s conversations and 
for the narrative techniques that reveal and complicate their relation with one 
another. Here the telegraphic form becomes both a model and an anti-model 
for James’s narrative strategies: the short ambiguous missives provoke wide 
sweeping arcs of narrative activity. The clipped telegraphic messages generate 
long exchanges surrounding, sounding, and questioning a few words of text. 
The long arcs of thought and consciousness continually return to the hard, solid 
facts of the telegrams (material facts made visually present in the hands of the 
characters, crumpled in a pocket, and signaled by the uniformed emissary) 
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as grounding and generative nodes. Here James juxtaposes the indisputably 
material and concrete telegraphic form and the often misleading narrative 
technology of free indirect discourse to complicate readerly knowledge of and 
access to his characters’ thoughts. James develops his formal stylistics through 
these scraps of modern communication—folded leaves featuring public 
messages that are passed from hand to hand—and through them explores the 
kinds of communication possible in his novelistic world. 
 The reader must wait four chapters for the revelation of the contents 
of the Prince’s telegram—the narrative jumps ahead in time immediately 
following this extended telegraphic encounter and takes up the story after 
Charlotte and Adam’s marriage—and the moment of revelation forms a unique 
narrative exception to the novel’s usual lack of access to Charlotte’s internal 
responses. James’s narrative account stresses Charlotte’s insistence on her 
private consumption of the telegram and yet the passage narrating her reading 
experiences with the missive is the moment in the text when her interiority is 
most available to the “eyes” of the audience of James’s readers:

That telegram, that acceptance of the prospect proposed to them—an 
acceptance quite other than perfunctory—she had never destroyed; though 
reserved for no eyes but her own it was still carefully reserved. She kept it in 
a safe place—from which, very privately, she sometimes took it out to read 
it over. ‘A la guerre comme à la guerre then’—it had been couched in the 
French tongue. ‘We must lead our lives as we see them; but I am charmed with 
your courage and almost surprised at my own.’ The message had remained 
ambiguous; she had read it in more lights than one. (244-45)

Here Charlotte’s internal responses are unmediated by either Adam or 
Amerigo’s controlling perspectives, which color and often distort her portrayal 
elsewhere in the narrative. The fact that the Prince and Adam are shut out 
from the knowledge of this part of her—indeed, the passage highlights the 
determined privacy of her acts of reading, reserving, and preserving—
emphasizes the readers’ special communion with Charlotte as we are let in on 
the secret of her repeated encounters with the telegram. For Charlotte here, 
the telegram is intensely personal and her careful preservation of it allows her 
to privately engage in an almost ritualized practice of re-reading, a repetition 
that nevertheless does not dissipate the ambiguity of the words. This passage 
suggests that in James’s formal economy in The Golden Bowl, the telegram can 
at once function as a fleeting momentary form of communication—a node to 
generate action and conversation at a particular moment in the development of 
the novel—and as a text to be read over and over, as a sort of private, eternally 
meaningful message whose meanings develop over time and in relation to 
other messages and contexts. In part, the telegram can work both ways here—
as momentary and as enduring—because of the text’s treatment of its material 
form and visible mode of delivery. While the telegram at first appears through 
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a network visibly testifying to its immediacy—heralded by the uniformed 
delivery man and the portress’s flying cap-strings—the crumpled sheet can 
also be “reserved,” smoothed out, and carefully secreted from a pocket to a 
“safe place” in which it becomes a secret memento. For Charlotte, the telegram 
takes on the status of a cherished keepsake to be consumed in private and it 
functions as a substitute for the “gift” that the Prince desired to give her before 
his own marriage. 
 Here James uses the Prince’s telegram to Charlotte to create a break in his 
novel’s narrative structure and to offer unusual readerly access to and sympathy 
with Charlotte. This description of her “private” telegraphic encounter is one 
of the only moments in which the reader is narratively positioned on the side 
of Charlotte, joining in her effort to make sense of the telegram’s ambiguous 
language (“A la guerre comme à la guerre then”).5 Both Charlotte and the 
external reader are united in struggling to make sense of the telegram’s 
multiple potential meanings that are listed as a series of possible alternative 
glosses: “The message had remained ambiguous; she had read it in more lights 
than one; it might mean…It might mean on the other hand…” (245). The 
narrative account of her rereading of this telegram allows for a momentary 
shift into Charlotte’s position and by placing her as struggling reader rather 
than as scheming author, the moment adds substantially to the pathos of her 
situation (with its lack of independence—both psychic and economic). Having 
no more power and interpretive insight than the external reader, Charlotte 
is left to wonder and to sort through these various possibilities of what the 
Prince’s cryptic words might signify without being able to ever discuss these 
words with him or gain greater purchase on their significance in their relation. 
Rather than a “love letter” that dangerously and clearly spells out the feelings 
of the sender to the addressee, James offers an ambiguous coded message that 
remains unclear even to the intended recipient. 
 James uses the telegram here to illuminate Charlotte’s loneliness and her 
alienation from Amerigo as the narrative emphasizes her inability to ask him 
about the telegram which she “reserves” and her inability to tell him about her 
noble offer to allow Adam to see it. The narrative goes on to point out that the 
Prince does not ever ask about the telegram and that Charlotte never tells him 
just how expensive those words might have proved if Mr. Verver had wanted 
to read them:

On his arrival in Paris…she had asked for no explanation, just as he himself 
hadn’t asked if the document were still in her possession. Such an enquiry, 
everything implied, was beneath him—just as it was beneath herself to 
mention to him uninvited that she had instantly and in perfect honesty offered 
to show the telegram to Mr. Verver….She had thereby forborne to call his 
attention to her consciousness that such an exposure would in all probability 
at once have dished her marriage. (245, emphasis added) 
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Although the text—seemingly voicing Charlotte’s thoughts about what 
“everything implied” through free indirect discourse—claims that “explanation” 
by either party would be “beneath” them, the phrases “to mention to him 
uninvited” and “forborne” hint that Charlotte would have liked to share her 
“consciousness” with him if, indeed, he had offered the opportunity for her 
to do so. By revealing her suppressed and unuttered feelings here, the novel 
uses Charlotte’s encounter with the telegram to illustrate her isolation from the 
Prince and the imbalance of power in their textual exchange. While Charlotte’s 
consumption of the telegram is private here (unlike almost every other telegram 
in the novel), the Prince’s message is so coded and ambiguous that it almost 
seems unlikely that it would have “dished” her marriage even had Adam read 
it. As with the other telegrams in James’s novel, this one (despite never being 
shared) seems always already coded for public consumption and thus refuses 
intimate, unmediated communication.
 While still emphasizing the economics and publicity of the telegraphic 
medium, the novel’s final extended telegraphic exchange confers power on 
Maggie as the successful decoder of Charlotte’s telegram. Here, James uses 
free indirect discourse and the novel’s final telegram to narratively construct 
Maggie’s realization of her own coming into power and her growing possession 
of her husband. The exchange occurs in the penultimate chapter which begins 
with the announcement of Charlotte’s telegram in the first sentence: “A telegram 
in Charlotte’s name arrived early—‘We shall come and ask you for tea at five 
if convenient to you. Am wiring for the Assinghams to lunch.’ This document, 
into which meanings were to be read, Maggie promptly placed before her 
husband, adding the remark that her father and his wife…had evidently gone 
to an hotel” (558). Here, the telegram immediately gets partially glossed by 
Maggie who “places” it before Amerigo with her added deduction that the 
other pair had “evidently” gone to a hotel. The narrative merges the objective 
“document” with Maggie’s “meaning” presented in free indirect discourse; 
both Amerigo and the external reader are presented not only with the message, 
but also with Maggie’s partial interpretation of what the message means but 
does not declare directly (a reading that, unlike Adam’s earlier fancies, is not 
undercut or resisted). Again, the novel emphasizes the public consumption and 
circulation of the telegraphic medium and again the “document” is treated as 
an objective, concrete, material narrative fact into which countless subjective 
“meanings were to be read.”
 This telegraphic exchange opens up an expansive narrative account of 
Maggie’s negotiation of her relation with her husband and the narrative presents 
the exchange between the two of them over Charlotte’s telegram, using free 
indirect discourse to present the scene and its latent meanings from Maggie’s 
point of view while offering very limited access to Amerigo’s reactions. As the 
scene between them develops, the material form and economic associations of 
the telegram are again emphasized by the narrative:
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He gave her back her paper, asking with it if there was anything in particular 
she wished him to do. She stood there with her eyes on him, doubling the 
telegram together as if it had been a precious thing and yet all the while 
holding her breath. Of a sudden somehow, and quite as by action of their 
merely having between them these few written words, an extraordinary fact 
came up. He was with her as if he were hers, hers in a degree and on a scale, 
with an intensity and an intimacy, that were a new and a strange quantity, that 
were like the irruption of a tide loosening them where they had stuck and 
making them feel they floated. (559-60)

The telegram is physically passed between them and the language used 
to describe Maggie’s physical treatment of the telegram—she “doubles” 
the telegram together “as if it had been a precious thing”—emphasizes the 
connective function of the materially present and possibly expensive document. 
The materiality of the telegram—held in her hands, folded, and palpably part 
of the scene—brings the flooding realization that the Prince is “hers.” Her 
possession of Amerigo is tied here to her possession of “these few written 
words” in the concrete form of the telegram—the telegram sent to her by 
Charlotte, although clearly in this scene the words are under Maggie’s control 
as “her paper.” Enabled by the physical transmission of the telegram from 
Charlotte, this exchange between the couple leads to Maggie’s feelings that 
they are joined and her feelings of proprietary—perhaps even self-consciously 
economic—power over him. Thus, for Maggie, here, the telegram both enables 
their connection and points to the imbalance of power in their relation. 
 At the end of the passage, Maggie’s perspective widens to presume and 
assume the Prince’s feelings too as it jumps to how “they” feel—“making them 
feel they floated”—just as Adam had earlier presumed to “read” Charlotte’s 
emotions through her scant external expressions. As her father attempted to 
do throughout his telegraphic encounter with Charlotte, Maggie continually 
asserts her position as omniscient author and interpreter of the scene. She 
completely co-opts any power on the part of the actual sender/author of the 
telegram, her rival, Charlotte. In the earlier scene, the narrative undercuts the 
reader’s faith in Adam’s interpretive abilities by reflecting his emotional flights 
of fancy through free indirect discourse and then by belying his accuracy with 
its straight reporting of the external facts of the situation and of Charlotte’s 
responses as not matching with his imaginings. Here, however, the narrative 
seems to support Maggie’s “reading” and although Amerigo at times questions 
her conclusions, the narrative offers no real alternative to her interpretation 
and is so firmly grounded inside her perspective that her authority remains 
relatively unchallenged throughout the scene. In both moments, the novel 
stages a scene of telegraphic interpretation to flaunt the use of free indirect 
discourse to allow access to one character’s thoughts while emphasizing the 
lack of access to another character’s internal responses to the narrative facts of 
the telegraphic transmissions. However, while in the earlier exchange between 
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Charlotte and Adam and in Charlotte’s private consumption of Amerigo’s 
message, the telegrams seemed to grant authority to their authors and to take 
away power from their recipients by withholding their meanings, here the 
telegram seems to consolidate Maggie’s textual and economic authority. The 
novel stresses Maggie’s ownership of the telegram—it is “her paper” and “her 
telegram” rather than Charlotte’s—and her possession of the folded leaf seems 
to reaffirm her supreme authoring power over the “last” meeting and indeed 
over the final economy of intertwined relations of the two couples. 
 Rather than constraining her or confusing her, the telegram from Charlotte 
liberates Maggie and its overriding meaning—that Amerigo is now “hers”—
appears crystal clear for her. The arrival of the telegram and the act of sharing 
it with her husband allow Maggie a clear-eyed view of their situation: 

[W]hat Charlotte’s telegram announced was, short of some incalculable error, 
clear liberation. Just the point however was in its being clearer to herself 
than to him; her clearnesses, clearances—those she had so all but abjectly 
laboured for—threatened to crown upon her in the form of one of the clusters 
of angelic heads, the peopled shafts of light beating down through iron bars, 
that regale on occasion precisely the fevered vision of those who are in 
chains. (561) 

The narrative emphasizes Maggie’s thrill at her own greater purchase on the 
situation and particularly on the telegram’s meaning—“just the point however 
was in its being clearer to herself than to him.” James emphasizes that the key 
“announcement” here is Maggie’s awareness that there is no special, secret, 
private communication between her husband and his former mistress that gives 
him any insight into the telegraphic message. She realizes that like herself, 
Adam has only this communication from Charlotte on the eve of her departure—
he must rely on “her” public, coded, ambiguous message and on Maggie’s 
reading of it. Indeed, for Maggie, this knowledge of her greater perception 
and superior power to decode the message threaten to overwhelm her with an 
almost mystical fervor. The narrative juxtaposes Maggie’s “clearnesses” and 
“clearances” as descriptions of the fruits of her labors; while “clearnesses” 
seems to refer relatively transparently to her “clearer” understanding of the 
meaning of the telegraphic message and of their present relations, the additional 
word “clearances” suggests a financial transaction—as though a check has 
cleared, or someone has sold something at a bargain—and conjures up the 
image of an active clearing of space and a physical removal of obstructions on 
the scene. “Clearances” thus emphasizes Maggie’s active role—“those she had 
so all but abjectly laboured for”—in achieving her present state of knowledge 
and power and foregrounds the role of economics in forging her marriage and 
her power. In the novel’s final usage of the telegram, James uses the telegraphic 
form once again to emphasize imbalances in economic power and knowledge 
between his characters and to dramatize the public consumption and thus the 
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necessarily coded style of even the most intimate communications. Unlike 
the cryptic messages puzzled over in the earlier scenes, this telegram confers 
power onto Maggie—as the self-consciously expert “labouring” decoder—and 
the novel allows her interpretation of the scene, the message, and Amerigo’s 
responses to take over the narrative. In this final usage of the telegram, James 
does not use the hard material fact of the telegraphic language as a juxtaposing 
force against the free indirect discourse narrating Maggie’s perspective, but 
instead blends them into one coded transmission with no clear alternative. We 
have no access to Amerigo’s position or responses and indeed he becomes 
almost a cipher—a cryptic surface ambiguously reflecting Maggie’s desire and 
triumph—in the novel’s closing moments.6 Thus, earlier in the novel, James uses 
telegrams to develop readerly distrust of free indirect discourse as a possibly 
misleading narrative technology; however, by the novel’s close we must rely 
on this uncertain narrative medium as he allows for no alternative, omniscient 
perspective outside of Maggie. Thus, James’s novel with a “telegraphic 
unconscious” constructs a narrative world where communication—between 
characters and between the reader and the text—is modeled upon telegrams 
rather than letters and rather than allowing glimpses into private interiors, 
instead offers only public surfaces and codes. 

Conclusion
 James’s language in describing Maggie’s “clearnesses” and “clearances” 
hearkens back to Mrs. Touchett’s phrase, “clearness is too expensive,” and 
again powerfully gestures toward the telegram as an ideally suited media form 
for James’s experiments with the links between form and economics in his 
novels. The malleability of the telegram for James is in part enabled by the 
telegram’s status as an expensive form of modern communication, whose 
price per word emphasizes the ways in which textual communication is only 
made possible through exchanges of money. The telegrams circulate through 
a network of socio-economic exchange and they emblematize the connections 
between modern communication, publicity, and cost. Through his engagement 
with telegrams, James experiments with the ways in which style can be shaped 
by economics (i.e. Mrs. Touchett refines her telegraphic style in order to 
eschew expensive “clearness”) and by the publicity of the networks through 
which these messages circulate. The publicity of telegraphic networks for 
transmission and circulation also affects the style of the medium—“clearness 
is too expensive” also because of the status of the telegram as a textual form 
that is often publicly consumed and passed around amongst many unintended 
readers. Thus, the messages must remain “ambiguous” and their compression 
must be used to construct coded meanings. James explores the textual relations 
created in the transmission, reception, and interpretation of these costly, 
concrete, and coded messages. 
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 As a medium marked by its technological modernity, by its place as a 
romantic and magical medium in the cultural imaginary, by its imbrication in 
a public and mediated network of production and delivery, by its underscored 
links to costliness, and especially by its clipped and cryptic expressive style, 
telegraphy proved to be an invaluable narrative resource for Henry James’s 
construction of his characters’ interrelations and of readerly access in The 
Golden Bowl. Indeed, the telegram emblematizes the central dynamic of the 
novel that Jonathan Freedman has called the “creepy inseparability of finance 
and aesthetics.” The telegram’s embodiment of the links between costliness 
and circulation illuminates the countless instances in which characters are 
figured as similar embodiments of both coin and circulation: as in the Prince’s 
imagining of Charlotte as a “loose silk purse, well filled with gold pieces” (73) 
and his self-imagining as an “old embossed coin, of a purity of gold no longer 
used” (56) which can no longer be “changed” or circulated. Charlotte and 
Amerigo are often figured as coins or as costly objects—“human furniture” 
that is acquired and ultimately arranged through the “rare power of purchase” 
of Adam and Maggie (574). Indeed, these continual conflations of people and 
objects, of money and cultural value, and the clearances brokered through 
economic and will power fill the coffers of the novel’s image-repertoire. 
Telegraphic exchanges emphasize the imbalances in these other exchanges 
and also highlight the characters’ reliance on (and necessary concealment 
of) exhibition and external signs—they are forced to scrutinize each other’s 
ornate, coded surfaces as they lack any access to one another’s depths. 
Crucially, telegrams provide a formal economics that James uses to explore 
these other economic currents in the novel: the stylistic compression of the 
medium generates coded, public discourse that echoes the surface-searching 
and unbalanced exchange logics that color the relations between characters 
and between the reader and the text.
 My analysis of the functions of telegrams in The Golden Bowl allows us 
to see the ways in which James’s most seemingly abstract formal economies 
for representing power relations and communication between his characters 
and his readers are inseparably tied to his engagement with the telegram as 
a particularly resonant form of modern media. The telegram enables our 
“clearer” understanding of James’s development of free indirect discourse in 
the novel because in its publicity, in its costliness, in its materiality, and in its 
coded ambiguous style, the telegram reveals, as letters and dialogue cannot, 
the gulf between text and interpretation. While David Kurnick has persuasively 
argued that late Jamesian style in The Wings of the Dove presents a utopian 
promise of collectivity that remains unrealized, the collective interpretative 
practices encouraged by The Golden Bowl do not seem to herald a visionary 
unity but rather a shared uncertainty when faced with these circulating, coded 
modern media forms that remain both public and ambiguous.7 Even telegrams 
sent between lovers or family members refuse clarity and intimacy. Instead, 
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the coded texts cause ambiguity and difference to proliferate. James uses 
telegraphy to construct a modern novel where private, unmediated, transparent 
communication no longer exists and everyone must read coded messages and 
cryptic surfaces. James develops a similar lack of transparency and intimacy for 
the reader by employing untrustworthy free indirect discourse that undermines 
the certainty of narrative omniscience and frustrates complete readerly access. 
For James, the public and ambiguous telegrams are embedded within whirls 
of misleading free indirect discourse and within “signs” of our lack of access 
to character’s thoughts; James creates a world where even telegrams between 
lovers “remain ambiguous” suggesting that uncoded, unmediated, intimate 
communication is not possible in his rewired modern novel. Unlike the 
letters that Seltzer argues offer the novel a model of “interiority and privacy,” 
telegrams provide a model of communication that is inseparable from publicity, 
ambiguity, and economic exchange. The Golden Bowl should be reconsidered 
as James’s construction of the novel with a telegraphic unconscious—a proto-
modernist novel in which communication must always “remain ambiguous” 
and in which “clearnesses” and “clearances” must be “abjectly laboured for” 
by the characters and by the reader.

OBERLIN COLLEGE

NOTES

 1 James creates humor from Mrs. Touchett’s cheapness and her general disregard for 
communicating with her husband as Lydia limits her words and sacrifices expensive clarity despite 
her affluence and financial ability to wire as much as she liked. The “expense” of clarity in Portrait 
then is not as pressingly economic as it is for the working-class protagonist of In the Cage or even 
for relatively financially dependent characters like Charlotte and Amerigo in The Golden Bowl.
 2 For a more extensive reading of the connections between James’s experimentations with 
telegraphy and free indirect discourse in In the Cage, see Emery-Peck. 
 3 While Goble (“Wired Love”) has compellingly focused on James’s treatment of telegraphy 
in The Ambassadors and Menke (“Telegraphic Realism”) has written incisively about James’s 
writing on telegraphy in In the Cage, no critic has offered an account of the complex functioning 
of telegraphy in The Golden Bowl. In Beautiful Circuits, Goble briefly touches upon the presence 
of telegraphy in The Golden Bowl as part of his larger argument about the possibilities of “pleasure 
at a distance” in Henry James’s late fiction. While Goble raises many points about James’s interest 
in communication and mediated experience, he does not offer a fully elaborated reading of how 
telegrams function in this particular novel. Poole muses on how James might have responded 
to the mobile phone and in passing cites Amerigo’s “risky” telegram to Charlotte but does not 
provide a reading of the message or of the function of telegrams in the novel. While I agree with 
Poole’s point about the lingering meanings being tied to the telegram’s status as a material object, 
I would add that the publicity of the message (for both sender and receiver) was also always 
instantly palpable and thus encouraged coded transmissions to reduce the “risk” of interception.
 4 James employs the telegram to consider how acts of reading, communication, and textual 
production are inflected by imbalances in knowledge, power, and socio-economic circumstances. 
See Holland; Seltzer; and Yeazell, Language. See also Cameron and Leibowitz who have analyzed 
the stylistic dimensions of thinking, speaking, and reticence in the novel. 
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 5 Crick notes in her editorial notes to this passage that: “Charlotte finds the message 
ambiguous, and no wonder. Literally, it means that in wartime one must act as in wartime; it may 
also have the less menacing meaning of ‘We must just take things as we find them.’ It also carries 
a hint of ‘All’s fair in love and war’”(587). Thus, the choice of French complicates the message by 
adding many possible interpretations and shades of meaning. This language choice is especially 
striking since the Prince and Charlotte so often communicate in Italian with one another to express 
themselves intimately and secretly as they do in the shop containing the golden bowl. The content 
of the Prince’s telegram thus separates him from Charlotte—as he rejects their shared language of 
Italian and creates a distancing ambiguity about his meaning—and stresses the gaps between them 
in spite of his employment of the shared pronoun “we” to describe their situation. 
 6 Indeed, in the novel’s chilling final paragraph, Maggie recognizes Amerigo’s reduction to 
a pleasing surface that can only “echo” her words and attempt to please her “too clearly” (580). 
Despite her recent fears about the “amount” that she was about to be “paid” for her labours to clear 
Amerigo for herself, Maggie’s realization of her own power over Amerigo creates her “pity and 
dread” of his eyes that forces her to hide her own (579).
 7 Kurnick’s intriguing argument about the collective “stylistic project” of The Wings of the 
Dove seems relevant to the sheer frequency of telegrams in The Golden Bowl and the ways in 
which the characters are all linked by their telegraphic practices and their collaborative scenes of 
interpretation and reading. While Kurnick sees the novel’s style as ultimately a utopian promise 
that remains unrealized (“What Does” 220), the collective interpretative practices encouraged by 
The Golden Bowl do not seem to herald a positive unity, but rather an absence of any uncoded 
communication.
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